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Recommended Reading for "Questions That Matter" 

 

  
 

 

What Is the World Made Of? All About Solids, Liquids and Gases (Let's-Read-  
and-Find-Out Science 2) by Katheleen Zoehfeld 
 

Gr. PK-3. This classic picture book features rich vocabulary and uses simple,  
fun diagrams to explain the difference between solids, liquids and gases. It  
includes a find-out-more section with experiments designed to encourage 
further exploration and introduce record keeping. --Jacket Flap 

 
 

    
 

 
   Matter: Physical Science for Kids (Picture Book Science) by Andi Diehn 
 

   Grades K-3. "Explore the definition of matter and the different states of 
matter, plus the stuff in our world that isn’t matter, such as sound and light! 
Readers are introduced to physical science through detailed illustrations  

   paired with a compelling narrative. Simple vocabulary, easy science 
experiments, and a glossary all support exciting learning." --Jacket Flap 

 

     
 

 

Explore Solids and Liquids!: With 25 Great Projects by Kathleen M. Reilly 
 

Grades 1-5. ". . . The accessible text takes a friendly tone, providing ample  
information and examples. Cartoon illustrations, inset boxes with facts, and 
jokes keep readers engaged. Readers are asked to make predictions, try  
multiple variations, and record observations.” --Booklist 

   

   
   

 

Explore Atoms and Molecules:  My Science Library by Tracy Maurer 
 

Grades 4-5.  Rich, content-filled text and beautiful photographs bring science  
and the scientific process to life for readers. The series includes interesting  
facts about the Earth, the solar system, matter, energy, forces and motion,  
and life on our planet. The engaging text makes learning about science fun. 
 --Jacket Flap 
 

 

   
 

 

States of Matter (Look at Chemistry) by Mary Griffin 
 

Grades 3 -7.  Many people are familiar with the states of matter--solid, liquid,  
and gas--but may not have heard of the other two states, plasmas and Bose- 
Einstein condensates. In this book, readers will learn what all those states are  
as well as what happens to matter to trigger a change from one form to  
another. Text is supported by helpful images, diagrams and fact boxes as well  
as vocabulary that serves to highlight key science terms. --Jacket Flap  

 


